Abstract-This paper deals with a smart algorithm allowing reversed polarity fault diagnosis and prognosis in PV generators. The proposed prognosis (prediction) approach is based on the hybridization of a support vector regression (SVR) technique optimized by a k-NN regression tool (K-NNR) for undetermined outputs.
I. INTRODUCTION
The performance of a photovoltaic generator is unfortunately degraded by the presence of defects which may cause significant power losses; especially reversed polarity fault of some generator components [1] [2] . PV generator faults prognosis [3] [4] [5] [6] [7] and diagnosis [8] [9] [10] [11] can stabilize its performance, reduce its maintenance costs, and ensure its availability and reliability.
In this context, the paper objective is the development of an algorithm for the prognosis of a photovoltaic generator state under reversed polarity faults. Indeed, the paper main contribution is the development of a smart prognosis algorithm Indeed, the paper contributions are twofold: 1) Development of a fault detection and localization algorithm; in particular reversed polarity at different levels: in a cell, bypass (group level), and blocking diodes (string level). 2) Development of a smart prognosis algorithm for the characterization of reversed polarity faults, regardless of their localization. The proposed smart algorithm is based on the support vector regression (SVR) [12] [13] [14] [15] and k-NN regression (k-NNR) tools [16] [17] [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] .
II. CLASSICAL DIAGNOSIS ALGORITHM
First of all, this proposes a diagnosis algorithm that is designed for the detection and the localization of reversed polarity faults in PV generator at different levels: a PV cell, bypass, and blocking diodes.
The following characterizes the fault impacts at different level of the PV generator.
A. Faults at the Generator Level
The generator voltage V is good indicator for the fault detection. Indeed, a PV generator is subjected to a reversed polarity in the following case.
Where I is the current and PHI the photo current. The following situation:
means that the generator contains at least one string with a component (cell or bypass diode) subjected to a reversed polarity fault.
B. Faults at a String Level
At the string level, the two following situations can be encountered.
1) Blocking diode under reversed polarity.
A blocking diode is subjected to a reversed polarity if 
C. Faults at a Module Level
A module is subjected to a reversed polarity if 
D. Faults at a Group Level
At the group level, the three following situations can be encountered.
1) A group will contain at least a cell under reversed polarity if _ 0
Group
Group Healthy
In this case, the number of healthy cells is greater than the defective ones.
2) A group will contain at least half of its cells under reversed polarity if
3) A group will be grouped by a bypass diode in reversed polarity if
III. INTELLIGENT PROGNOSIS ALGORITHM

A. SVR Algorithm
Support vector machines are supervised learning techniques, for solving classification problems in many fields such as fault diagnosis [26] . In addition SVM have enormous capacities of application in case of regression (SVR).
SVR, as SVM, has also linear and nonlinear cases. For the nonlinear case, it requires a kernel function to transform the data in a new greater dimension space; allowing therefore the data processing in a linear space.
SVR general pattern of regression is as follows 
where w and b are the parameters that should maximize the flat maximum of the linear function f (in the nonlinear case after space transformation).
The above problem can therefore be written in terms of linear programming and solved via Lagrange minimization [27] [28] [29] [30] . The problem becomes then a regression as follows.
If the problem is linearly separable
SVR, like other regression tool, has several disadvantages depending on its use, such as the kernel function choice, its parameters, its algorithmic complexity, etc. This paper is particularly proposing a solution to the problem of value indetermination of some SVR output (that would be predicted). Indeed, it is proposed the use of the k-Nearest Neighbor Regression (k-NNR) to predict an approximate value of an undetermined SVR output.
B. k-NN Regression Algorithm
The k-NNR has been chosen as it provides a set of performance, among them: 1) No required learning (no required model); 2) Forecasts based on only all the nearest observations to predict new observation approximate numerical values.
The proposed k-NNR algorithm consists in three main steps.
1) Step 1. Identify the new observation (x * ) collected from the system (the PV generator in our case).
2)
Step 2. Calculate the distance between the new observation and all the database previous ones of the database. The Manhattan distance is adopted in our case (Step 3).
3)
Step 3. Choose from the previously calculated distances the minimum one and select it index: 
If there is a single minimum, there is only one approximated output. The output of this new observation is equal to the numerical value of the nearest one. Otherwise, if there are several minimum distances, this means that there is more than one approximated output. In this case, the output of the new observation is the mean value of the nearest outputs.
If the achieved distance is very large (defined by the expert), it belongs then to the distance discharges class. This is a limitation of the proposed algorithm.
C. The Proposed Smart Algorithm
In this paper, it is proposed a smart algorithm allowing smart prognosis of a PV generator condition. In particular, it is proposed to optimize the accuracy of its output prediction according to given inputs.
This algorithm is considered smart as it results from the hybridization of the SVR technique (artificial intelligence family) optimized by the k-NNR tool that is aimed to solve the SVR problem of undetermined outputs. The hybridization of these two methods leads to the following formulation. 
IV. SIMULATIONS RESULTS
A. Faulted PV Generator Characterization
To illustrate the performance of the fault detection and diagnosis algorithms several simulations have been carried-out on a typical PV generator.
The main simulation results are shown by Fig. 1 to 3 . Figure 1 clearly illustrates the PV generator power performance with cells under reversed polarity. In particular, this figure shows that the power decreases proportionally to the number of defective cells. In this context, it should be noted that the current is independent of the number of defective cells but the voltage will be null in the case where half of the cells are defective. Moreover, if the number of defective cells is greater that the healthy ones, the PV generator absorbs power. Figure 2 shows the influence of bypass diodes under reversed polarity on the generated power. These defective diodes have a greater impact (compared to defective cells) on the PV generator performance. Indeed, defective bypass diodes affect a group voltage.
Finally, Fig. 3 illustrates the influence of blocking diodes under reversed polarity on the PV generator operation. It is clearly shown that when this type of fault occurs, the generated power degradation is faster compared to the case with defective bypass diodes. Indeed, a defective blocking diode will affect a full string (affect the current flow and behaves like an open-circuit).
B. Smart Algorithm Tests
The proposed smart prognosis algorithm is tested using 50 samples related to a typical PV generator. Figure 4 illustrates the prediction performance in terms of absolute and relative errors. It is clearly shown that the proposed hybrid SVR + KNNR method achieves the best prediction performance. Figure 5 illustrates the second criterion used for the prediction performance evaluation: variance and standard deviation. The achieved results clearly show that the proposed hybrid SVR + KNNR method leads to the lowest variance and standard deviation: this means that the prediction results of the proposed method are more homogeneous. The third evaluation criterion used is the confidence interval. In this case, Fig. 6 illustrates the prediction performance and clearly shows that the proposed hybrid SVR + KNNR method has the most optimized confidence interval allowing therefore more reliable prediction.
V. CONCLUSION
This paper dealt with a smart algorithm allowing reversed polarity fault diagnosis and prognosis in PV generators. The proposed prognosis (prediction) approach is based on the hybridization of a support vector regression (SVR) technique optimized by a k-NN regression tool (K-NNR) for undetermined outputs.
The proposed smart prognosis algorithm was tested using 50 samples related to a typical PV generator. The analysis of the simulation results shows that the proposed hybrid prognosis technique achieves the best prediction performance with more homogeneous and reliable prediction results.
